
 
April 3, 2008 West Central Florida Uplands Working Group Meeting 

Minutes 
 
Introduction 
 
Nancy Dwyer (FWC, Half Moon WMA) welcomed everyone to the first meeting of the 
WCFUWG.    A map was displayed showing how the state is broken up into regional 
working groups.  
 
This initial meeting will focus on monitoring and banding and land management. 
 
Our objectives for this meeting were stated as: discuss monitoring, banding, land 
management, distribution, status of species, current status of monitoring programs; 
networking, and formation of subcommittees. 
 
The recent FSJ article in the St. Pete times was given as a recent example of the positive 
use of news media. 
 
Everyone introduced themselves, stating name and agency. 
 
Updates 
 
Adam Kent (FWC, Scrub-jay Conservation Coordinator) asked attendees to give brief 
updates of status of FSJs and scrub management on their lands. 
 
DOF: 
 
Denise Wilde will give her update during her presentation.  
 
Charlie Pederson:  On Ross Prairie, next to the Cross-Florida Greenway, there are 2 FSJ 
groups that both bred in 2007. The site had a couple thousand acres, with about 300-400 
acres of scrubby flatwoods in a sandhill matrix.   
There is a third restoration site of about 60 acres of scrubby flatwoods that has not been 
occupied yet, although there have been some itinerant birds flying through. It was about 
25' to 30' tall prior to chopping and burning in 2005.  This site has not grown back to an 
unacceptable site, but instead is just starting to produce adequate oak mast. In fact, it 
probably had birds this year, but call surveys have not been undertaken.  
 
DEP: 
 
Dan Pearson: Kristin Ebersol is new biologist at Cedar Key Scrub PSP (just announced 
on 5-13-08). Discussed Manatee springs, Waccasassa Bay, Ft. Cooper, and Crystal River 
Buffer Preserve. Manatee springs has some small patches of scrub or scrubby flatwoods 
(about 100 acres or smaller) which they have been burning, and they are looking into 
mowing more with a Brown Tree Cutter or Kershaw Mower.  They are attempting to 



connect the areas.  Ft. Cooper is mostly sandhill; here they have been doing some 
firebreak maintenance, hardwoods control using herbicide.  Trying to get oaks to burn is 
difficult because they get shaded out.  It has a high priority for restoration. 
 
Keith Morin: Crystal River Buffer Preserve is 27,000 acres; 300-400 is scrub and, 
scrubby flatwoods, all which is overgrown.  The pond pine is growing into the scrub, and 
there has been no restoration yet.  $31,000 will be used for mowing and line creation. 
This will include 50.5 acres of mowing and the rest will be used for firelines. FSJs have 
been sighted in the past on Fort Island Trail, but none have been seen recently.  Surveys 
for them stopped 3-4 year ago.  They have been roller chopping this year, and are going 
to try to burn that portion.  It has had jays in the past, and is close enough to Cedar Key 
and Waccasassa that it might serve as a corridor.  The goal is to get jays back on that 
spot. 
 
Laurie Dolan: The Cross-Florida Greenway consists of 98,000 acres, so she is part of 
multiple working groups. With DOF mitigation, they roller chopped about 250 acres of 
scrub.  This took two weeks on 10-hour days with loaned equipment and help, to prepare 
the land for burning. This area (‘CAMA piece’) is north of the barge canal and next to the 
Withlacoochee River.  FNAI conducted a survey about 6 months ago but had no jay 
response.  On the ‘Triangle Property’ (400 acres) near the land bridge near Belleview 
south of Ocala on the west side of I-75 there is a FSJ population of 50 to 75 jays. These 
jays were displaced by Marion Oaks and other development in the area. Part of this area 
was rollerchopped but not yet burned. 
 
Water Management District:  no personnel present. All out on burn. 
 
FWC: 
 
Jenny Roberts:  In Chassahowitzka (Weeki Wachee), urban interface is a concern and 
complicates burning.  Did scrub-jay survey last week and found no jays.  To date 230 
acres have been logged and 12 acres have been burned as part of a study. 
 
Nancy Dwyer will cover Half Moon WMA during her presentation. 
 
Matthew Chopp: Multiple FSJs groups are present on Potts’ approximately 300 acres of 
scrub. Flying eagle and Lake Panasoffkee have isolated scrub patches. Potts has few 
hundred acres of scrub. There is not much on Lake Panasoffkee or Flying Eagle. Flying 
Eagle is a lower priority and is harder to burn. In the past, some work was done with 
hydroaxing, and they are planning to create some wildlife openings with mechanical 
treatment to help open up the area. This will be a cooperative effort with SWFWMD.  
They saw one bird several times here in the last few years. They are limited by time, and 
personnel with SWFWMD. 
 
Counties: 
 



Pasco:  Renee Brown:  They are working with Pinellas County to try to purchase Al-Bar 
and Cross Bar ranches. The Environmental Lands Acquisition Program (ELAMP) is still in 
the early stage and they are working on acquisitions.  They have purchased two small 
parcels, totaling 300+ acres, of which about 20-30 acres is scrub-jay habitat. They are in 
“not bad” working condition, and they are working with DOF to get hem burned. 
 
Hernando: Jim King. They have a basic ELP program with 3 preserves.  One has pieces 
of uplands. Fickett Hammock preserve is adjacent to Janet Butterfield Brooks preserve 
(managed by FWC). They would like to work with FWC on getting burns going, but 
there is probably not much hope for FSJ habitat. Cypress Lakes preserve is 300 acres and 
has 128 acres in burn units. It is divided into 3 burn units, and they hope to burn one each 
year.  This area contains 60 acres of scrub, and they will keep trying to burn it. It is 
possible they will do mechanical treatment. They may have cooperation with private 
landowners adjacent.  It is close to Richloam WMA.  Ridge Manor Property Owners’ 
Association wants to donate money to habitat restoration. 
 
Citrus:  no personnel present, but Nancy Dwyer says that there are FSJs on private land. 
 
Sumter: no personnel present 
 
Levy:  no personnel present 
 
Private lands:   
 
Karl Miller (FWC): First discussed the area between the Ocala greenway and Half 
Moon WMA, on the Marion-Sumter county line. Marion Oaks, a housing development, is 
mostly sand pine scrub with big chunks of xeric oak scrub.  A survey in 1993 found 7 
groups there.  A more recent survey found 18 groups, although he thinks there are 
probably more than 25 family groups in the Marion Oaks area. They are banding with 
help from Archbold, and trying to secure funding. A statewide survey in 1992-1993 
found 19 family groups on Rocking F Ranch, and then a 2003 survey found 18 FSJ 
groups.  The area is beautiful, with lots of quail.  He hopes to gets folks interested and 
bring them into the fold.  This is the biggest population in this working group, and a very 
important parcel of land. 
 
Ken Tracey (West Pasco Audubon Society):  He has been researching FSJ locations in 
Pasco county and has worked with groups, consultants, etc. and gained permission to go 
on private lands. In Pasco County there are four basic areas, each with historic records:  
Green Swamp, Cross Bar Ranch, Starkey Wilderness Preserve, and private lands in west 
Pasco.  West Pasco County has the most endangered group.  There were only a few 
sightings in Starkey; he observed 3 jays there in 2004.  The central Pasco group may have 
jays in Green Swamp; 19 jays were banded along the west coast and the central ranches 
from 2004-2005.  The central Pasco group is the most viable; he went onto Pruitt Ranch 
and Cross Bar Ranch and found 24 family groups. Barthel brothers’ ranch would not give 
him permission to enter.  We need a person to bring together these ranches to manage 
FSJs - maybe SWFWMD.  The 4G Ranch is mostly palmetto, with few scrubs, but there 



are jays there because of the quail feeders on the hunting preserve.  Each feeder has an 
associated FSJ family. The Cross Bar and Al-Bar Ranches have removed 400 acres of 
live oaks, and roller-chopped.  They have cattle and have conducted spring burns, 
including one fire that escaped.  They had 15 families 12 years ago; there are maybe 2 
families now.  About 200 acres of FSJ habitat was planted with slash pine plantation; 
those trees are now 30’ tall and no jays are going there. There is prime scrub there but no 
FSJs.  There needs to be an organization to manage all this together.  It is likely 4G 
Ranch will be developed, and also Pruitt Ranch. In the absence of corridor management, 
maybe led by county government or USFWS, the jays will probably not remain there.  
 
Don Robinson (Pasco County):  That ranch also has a large population of burrowing 
owls, and barn owls which nest in deer stands. There are whooping cranes at 4G and 
Crossbar Ranches.   
 
KT:  In west Pasco, they found 2 jays on 4/1/08.  SWFWMD has bought 98 acres for 
black bear corridors. There is a development corporation on the west side which they 
want to trade for US19 frontage. Maybe SWFWMD could trade this for uplands? 
Currently there is a golf course and an industrial area where the jays live.  They nest in 
back of Portolets.  There is a concrete plant on 2 sides, and a family remains there.  There 
are 19 banded birds.  They steal crackers off golf carts.  SWFWMD is burning on Green 
Swamp and Starkey, but their status is unknown. 
 
Committees  
 
Adam Kent briefly introduced the ideas behind the committees that would be forming, 
and asked for ideas on others.  
 
Land management committee:  would see what is going on different properties, effects 
of management, see on-the-ground sites, etc. 
 
Scrub-jay banding/monitoring committee:  determine where FSJs are around the state; 
find out who has banded where; have ability to ID / contact right person when FSJ is 
located with band and/or may need banding.  
 
Keith Morin (DEP):  proposed exotic control committee.   
AK: this has been discussed at other working groups, and it was decided that there are 
already groups (IFAS, etc.) in place for that.  On the scrub-jay SharePoint site there are 
links for exotic plants. It is a work in progress and we would like to hear about any other 
information that would be useful. 
 
Committees proposed from audience: private lands 
 
Other updates 
 
Adam Kent: Data on scrub-jay occurrences and land management are being collected 
from around the state.  A statewide scrub-jay survey was conducted from 1992-1993, but 



not since then.  We would like to be able to update these data every year, specifically the 
number of families per site and the acres of scrub in good condition. We are still working 
on the format of this database.  
 
A new checklist of FL birds is out and available (copies at back of room).  Mark Kiser 
(mark.kiser@myfwc.com) can be emailed if you want more. 
 
Cheryl Millett (TNC) Jay Watch:  Jay Watch is a citizen science monitoring project 
that started on the Lake Wales Ridge and is looking to expand.   They also monitor in SE 
FL, in Volusia, and other counties and may add a few sites in Hillsborough County.  It is 
a bare bones monitoring program.  From mid-June to July, volunteers spend 3 days 
surveying at the same points. Reports and brochures are available.  The “Jay Notes” 
newsletter allows them to keep in contact with their volunteers throughout the year. They 
will be sending out an e-newsletter soon which will list training dates. These dates are 
also listed on the SharePoint site.  E-newsletters are mostly geared towards volunteers, 
but will soon be adding in a section on management. 
 
Mike Jennings, USFWS, 5-year review: The five-year review is required for The 
Endangered Species Act.   The FWS concluded that FSJs are not endangered but still 
threatened, then invited input from private entities and the general public.  In most sites 
they see that FSJs are in decline but not in danger of going extinct in the near future.  
There were probably more patches of scrub in West Central FL in days past, but not big 
patches of scrub.  Thus there was probably a naturally patchy distribution of FSJ here.  
Translocations may be a possibility in the future, but currently there are not a lot of birds 
available for that. There are no easy answers, and it won’t be cheap or fast. As far as 
funding, there is some money from FSJ mitigation issues, where developers and others 
contribute funds. Usually there is $110,000 to $120,000 available, but they only got about 
6 applications this year. They review the projects, and then send the word out to TNC.  
As money comes in, they need a better way to get the word out to applicants.  
 
Audience: Were the 6 applications for the full amount? 
 
MJ:  Unsure if they were for the full amount. The money will be rolled over for next year 
if either the amount requested was too small, or there were too few applications.    
 
Karl Miller (FWC):  a lot of people did not read the review.  The area here in WC FL is 
more in peril than some other areas, even though we have some large populations 
elsewhere. Why were FSJs not decided to be endangered? 
 
MJ:  It did not kick in as such (they have a formula) because of areas where there are 
populations that are large or slightly increasing: Lake Wales, Merritt Island, Ocala, etc. 
We determined the FSJ won’t go extinct in the next 5 years. 
 
Ken Tracy:  Is USFWS active in management or policing?  Does everyone report to you? 
 



MJ:  Our regulatory arm can review projects, but usually does not stop projects. But it 
minimizes effects and mitigates for habitat destruction.  We work with public and private 
entities. 
 
KT:  Do you work with the service areas map, where developers need building permits, 
and have to get surveys? 
 
MJ:  The Vero Beach office produces the service area map; it is not from our office.  It 
shows buffered areas around known areas with FSJ habitat.  The Jacksonville office of 
FWS relies on local governments to provide info, surveys, etc.  
 
Don Robinson:  Pasco County does its own surveys. 
 
Mike:  It all depends on the local government.  USWFS may never see them 
 
Karl Miller:  Marion Oaks (subdivision) has been uncooperative in getting surveys. 
 
MJ:  Small developments (single family) may be exempt. 
 
Don Robinson:  Do we rely on FWC. How? – to find FSJs? 
 
MJ:  The FWS has 3 people to cover the whole state’s regulations. We can’t go 
everywhere, so we rely on local entities. 
 
Ken:  What would happen if the FSJ’s status were changed to endangered? 
 
Mike:  There would be no change in regulatory status if the FSJ went from Threatened to 
Endangered, but there would be just a little more money available. 
 
Chad Allison (FWC, Chassahowitzka): Are there safe harbor opportunities? 
 
MJ:  Not yet.  Traditionally this was for RCWs, and developed for use with timber 
companies.  For FSJs, there really is no incentive for landowners to manage for scrub.  
There may not be enough interest. There may be some incentive by development interests 
for fire protection later on, but that is the extent of interest.  It could be married with 
some Partner’s (for Fish and Wildlife) projects where they want some security, or 
Partner’s funding, but usually these are already engaged in something “green”. 
 
CA: Maybe we need to develop a donor population group. We need a selling point. 
 
MJ:  If we can create a market for the birds or develop a financial value that might work 
… but it is difficult for landowners to figure out the federal system. 
 
CA: Maybe some sort of conservation banking? 
 



MJ:  If they are not interested in developing, i.e., want to keep the land to hunt quail, 
perhaps they can make money off of FSJs too, like sell credits for future developments in 
other area or  maybe put their area under a conservation easement.  
 
Audience: But are FSJs as valuable as the development that will come in? 
 
Joe Murphy (Gulf Restoration Network):  Maybe they could develop a property tax 
benefit on conservation easements?  Large landowners may see a more direct benefit and 
it may open other opportunities. On the ballot this fall will be a measure about 
conservation lands money. 
 
[Clarification from Joe Murphy via phone call, 4/29/08, DW]  
The Florida Commission on Taxation and Budge Reform meets once every 20 years.  
They are able to move ahead with pertinent measures by bypassing the legislative process 
and putting important measures directly on the ballot for a decision by popular vote.  
Currently there is a lot of potential conservation land on the market, or due to come onto 
the market. However, the state does not have much money to purchase conservation lands 
directly.  The way conservation easements are structured now, benefits to the landowner 
are more long-term and less immediate, such as income tax breaks and inheritance tax 
breaks for heirs. The ballot measure for this fall would change the way conservation 
easements are structured, so that landowners would instead get immediate abatement of 
property taxes; the measure would also lock the lands into their current use.  If this 
measure passes, large landowners may be encouraged to put land into conservation 
easements, and no direct money would be spent by the state government to do so.  
 
KM:  Can we tie scrub restoration and burning for quail? 
 
Mike:  We have to be up front about it.  It is a tough road.   
 
Audience:  What about relocating jays from the Lake Wales Ridge? 
 
MJ:  Reed Bowman [Archbold Biological Station] is working with Mosaic mining 
company, translocating from the mine areas to a restored site. He has valuable 
information about protocols.  Brevard Nature Alliance is trying to get a permit to move 
birds from suburban areas where the population is plummeting due to urban interface.  It 
is a pseudo-experiment; the birds are doomed demographically, so they want to move 
them to managed lands.  If they get a permit, it will be 2-3 years before we have 
information from that.  Right now, there is not enough information to successfully 
translocate.  We are thinking about it, but need more information.  It might be a tool we 
can use in the future. But people may not want to move birds from managed areas. 
 
KT:  When can we expect results? 
 
MJ:  25% of the birds stick with the site right now, which is not enough hang on. We may 
need to move large populations that will stick. 
 



Audience:  Why not go ahead and move from small populations? 
 
Mike J:  If we move them, and don’t know the right way to do it, they all may die. 
 
Don Robinson:  We could move small populations of 1-2 birds to larger areas where FSJs 
are surviving because of better habitat management.  Couldn’t we move satellite birds or 
groups that are barely hanging on? 
 
Mike: We are willing to entertain that idea. That is the beauty of small groups and 
committees like this.  We can discuss strategy. 
 
Don Robinson:  Weekiwachee was loaded with FSJs when I first got here.  Now they are 
gone. In the absence of habitat management, we are losing them. 
 
Mary Dowdell (Hernando Audubon Society):  What is going on with the Mosaic Mine 
translocations? 
 
MJ:  They are moving them from a mine to a managed site.  Reed Bowman working on 
this. 
 
KM:  I would like to speak to translocation.  We are finding that FSJs move a lot further, 
especially along the coast, than they previously thought based on studies on the Lake 
Wales Ridge.  Nancy Douglas developed a protocol to move FSJs to a FWC site, but 
birds colonized the area on their own.  We need to be careful about where it is 
appropriate.  The most important thing is to restore the scrub, and birds will find it. 
 
MJ:  Other species benefit from scrub restoration also.  We are talking about uplands 
management; we need to also consider other species when managing scrub. 
 
KT:  Regarding suburban jays, one gave out perfect blue jay call.  Are there crosses - 
hybrids? 
 
MJ:  There has been one record of a cross, I think. 
 
AK: There is a record of a blue jay breeding successfully with a Florida scrub-jay in St. 
Johns County in 1996. The reference is “A Case of Hybridization” by Morgan & Morgan 
in Living Bird, winter 1997. 
 
Denise Wilde: History of FSJs in WC FL 
 
1994 number is for families, 1993 number is individuals for same survey. See 
presentation posted on SharePoint site with revised numbers. 
 
DOF wants to focus resources management efforts first on areas with jays, next on areas 
with jays nearby.  
 



Twelve Oaks Air Estates, a gated community with an airstrip, didn’t have jays but helpful 
in giving Denise access. This area has been developed and is now residential.  From some 
of the very small parcels of undeveloped areas (i.e., in between houses, or small vacant 
lots) it appears it may have once been scrub. There are not enough remnants within the 
area to support a population; however, she was not able to access the area between SR 
200 and their landing strip. 
 
Potts Preserve had several families (according to Archbold survey, 1992-1996). 
 
One FSJ is currently at the corner of SR 200 & CR39 by the gas station. 
 
Hernando County – lots of good but patchy scrub in W County.  
 
Charlie Pederson (DOF): Are Ross Prairie and Halpata not in FNAI records? Why are 
they not on Denise’s map? [note:  Denise didn’t get info for Marion Co, just the counties 
that were in the district where she works (Citrus, Hernando, Sumter, Pasco, and Lake).  
Lake County was not included in this talk because it falls within the range of a different 
working group].  
 
Basically, from the maps you can see that what remains of the FSJ population within this 
region is very fragmented, and as a result it is going to be of the utmost importance that 
all agencies and persons involved cooperate with FSJ surveying, monitoring, etc.; and 
that everyone also cooperates with habitat management, wherever possible. For example, 
this may include sharing equipment, collaborating on grants, recruiting JayWatch 
volunteers, communicating on management of adjacent properties, etc.  

 
E Pasco Co – several FSJ families in Green Swamp 
 
Mike Jennings: FWS funded Reed Bowman and Cornell’s project for an interactive 
database for scrub-jay sightings.  
 
Karl Miller: Encouraged people to sign up for monitoring committee. 
 
Don Robinson: Some birds in Pasco are using areas where you wouldn’t expect them. 
 
 Nancy Dwyer:  Jay habitat management:  successes learned at Half Moon WMA 
 
Half Moon WMA (FWC) has approximately 35 jays in 8-10 families.  It is in Sumter 
County, bordered by the Withlacoochee River to the west, Marion Oaks subdivision to 
the NE, adjacent to private Ventura Ranch and Rocking F Ranch to the north. 
There are about 500 acres of potentially suitable habitat, about 2/3 is occupied by FSJs.  
Unoccupied areas are as small as 10 acres of habitat, so it is not surprising that they are 
unoccupied. 
 



There is no oak scrub on Half Moon. It is scrubby and mesic flatwoods, and old pasture 
that was formerly mesic flatwoods. The pasture is being restored.  Also lots of marsh 
areas present. 
 
Optimal habitat consists of short oak trees, some open sand, minimal pine cover, some 
distance from forest.  So while there is no true oak scrub present, but there are areas 
fitting this description.  Marshes help keep the habitat open.  Optimal habitat is easy to 
walk through, but hard to see through.   
 
Their neighbor has converted to pine plantation, so scrub jays are excluded. 
 
Dense oaks are a problem.  Fire is a favorite management tool, but often yields an “all or 
none” result.  If it is overgrown, it hard to get fire back into it.  And if you do, you may 
get “all” result.  So they often use mechanical treatments in such areas. If you burn in 
February-March, jays might have to move their territory right before nesting season. 
Avoid winter burning for jay habitat. Jay habitat does not need to burn as often as other 
areas.  Keep oaks low, but you want some acorn-bearing trees.  The objective is to get a 
mosaic of burned/unburned. May-June is the natural fire season. Other upland 
ecosystems burn every 2-5 years, scrub every 5-15 years. 
 
Mechanical treatment: studies show disturbance regardless of source creates a similar 
result. Palmettos are unaffected by fire regardless of season or frequency, but mechanical 
treatment works.  Once you get oaks down, you can use mechanical treatments for 
palmetto reduction.  Machines lay down oaks so fire can get in there.  Feller-buncher, 
mulching machines, roller chopper, etc. can be used. Different kinds of roller-choppers 
are available.  
 
In 1997 there were jays in an area, so they tried fire and chainsaw work, but it wasn’t 
until they did 5’ roller chopper work that jays recolonized the site, in 2004.  
 
Roller choppers with hydraulic tires are also used.  The bigger, the better on roller 
choppers, but it also depends on what you are pulling it with.  If it is not big enough, you 
won’t be able to get the bigger oaks. Tandem choppers do more ground disturbance, but 
will create open sands that jays like. Mulcher/spreaders are not as good unless you can 
burn off mulch, also they are more expensive.  Firelines serve as place for jays to cache 
food in October and November, so avoid discing in winter and disturbing caches of 
acorns. Disc April to May. Feral hogs- create disturbance. They may smell acorns buried 
and dig them up. But you want to reduce hogs where you can anyway.   
 
Questions/comments: 
 
KM:  Are there jays on adjacent private land? 
 
ND: At least as many as on Half Moon, maybe 35? There is good management next door, 
but they don’t want FWC to come and look at their jays. Winn-Dixie estate ranch is the 
big one.  



 
Steve Morrison:  Do you follow chopping with burning? 
 
ND:  When we can, yes, but it does not always happen.   
 
Audience:  There are a variety of timelines; the results change the longer you wait. May 
be best to burn about 3 months after chopping because still will have dead leaves on oaks 
so can get good fire. May be harder to burn if you wait longer. 
 
Audience:  What about winter burn effects on reproduction? 
 
ND: We favor spring burns 
Audience: Burns in winter are similar to natural fire for breeding for jays, but we may 
lose nests. Benefits in the long run may offset this, and the birds may renest in May or 
June. 
 
ND:  Usually you have to burn whenever you can.  
 
Audience: A mosaic burn will leave patches . 
 
ND: But never know if you will get that result. 
 
Audience: You can create our own mosaic by burning a minimal amount of acres. 
 
ND:  That is the recommendation in the literature. 
 
Audience: What is the average size of your scrub blocks - are they broken up into smaller 
units? 
 
ND: The bigger ones are 80 to 100 acres, unsure of the size of the smaller ones. 
 
Audience: Is it a challenge to burn along the Ventura ranch side? 
 
ND:  They have been cooperative, and we can burn on east wind and keep fire out of 
planted pines next door. It hasn’t been a problem. 
 
Audience: Have you had an invasion of natal grass? 
 
ND:  No. TNC warned about sumac invasion after roller-chopping, but that hasn’t hurt 
anything, it hasn’t taken over. 
 
Jeff DiMaggio (Park manager, Florida Park Service) Cedar key:  Restoring long 
unburned scrub at Cedar Key Scrub State Reserve 
 
The reserve consists of about 5000 acres on the west coast of Levy County, disjunct from 
similar habitat in that area. It had been let go for many years. 



 
Current conditions:  we know what needs to be done, but how do we get there? Look at 
property, adjacent property. Houses near firebreaks… how to manage?  
 
Where do we start?  The scrub had not burned since 1955 when a wildfire went through. 
Now there are trees with 10’ trunks, nothing to carry fire, and houses on the north 
boundary. How do we mitigate? 
 
In 1997, JD moved onto the property.  There was one FSJ family group on site, and some 
nearby on private property.   
 
Jose Silva-Lugo 2005-2008 did his PhD on the effect of fire on small mammals at Cedar 
Key. 
 
Park staff set goals: restore scrub to conditions usable by scrub species such as FSJs and 
gopher tortoises. Reduce fire hazards to allow the use of prescribed fire (there is lots of 
sand pine). Monitor conditions before and after restoration efforts to make sure work is 
effective.  
 
Brainstorming issues: use conventional ways (burning), are there other ways, do we do it 
all at once, or do phase work?  Decided it must be done in pieces for this site.  
 
Planning:  type of project, resource needed- staff, contractor, equipment, funding / cost 
estimate.  They have only 2 people on staff. It is a joint managed area, and for the last 8 
years, their budget was only $2900 per year.  They borrow equipment. 
 
Funding:  Used land use proceeds, resource restoration funds, grants, FCO project 
money.  Bidding restriction encountered include those imposed by local entities, 
Tallahassee, and registered vendors. 
 
They ask for assistance from other parks, cooperative / partners on joint managed 
properties, outside agencies, local support, and volunteers.  There is no biologist on staff. 
They depend on research from students, and help from local fire departments, volunteer 
fire teams, etc.  
 
Sand Pine removal was done in phases. They removed them along firelines near houses 
on their border. DOF helped. This reduced fuel loads and helped recap money to fund 
other issues. Other areas were harvested. They have a 12’ fire line with 40 year old sand 
pine, and houses with wood roofs right next door. 
 
Phase two was mowing the scrub.  When roller chopping, they tried to cut the trees but 
leave their root balls intact to reduce ground disturbance. $14,000 funded was funded and 
the work was contracted.  Using the mowing machine (a Kershaw 10-10 with rotating 
cutters on front), they created maybe one inch of ground disturbance it left a 10’ wide 
swath. They were able to cut through 10” diameter oaks. Set mower head at 12 -18” high 



so as to not disturb soil. SR 24 goes through the reserve so smoke is an issue when 
burning. There were 15-20’ foot oak trees before started.  
 
(More) scrub mowing was phase three.  They had more scrub than he thought he could 
get funded.  It cost $130.00 per acre to mow. They got a $30,000 dollar grant from 
USFWS, and through the grant requested 80 acres to be mowed. About 275 acres were 
done when charging by the hour instead of 80 when charging by acre (Jeff, is all of this 
correct also?). He recommends trying different ways to look at work, b/c contractors are 
into it to make money. They used a Gyrotrack for the last mowing. It was also set at 12-
18” high. They did not want mulch. You can regulate how this equipment is used; many 
contractors are used to flattening everything, so contractors may need to be educated. 
 
Their birds are monitored all the time, so he knows where the birds are. Try to rotate the 
burning to keep some vegetation where it can be used through the whole site. Just shy of 
1400 acres have been treated.  It is important to do survey work up front so you know 
where groups are, then plan your burning accordingly.   
 
Trying to get large areas broken down is the challenge. You have to sit down, ask a lot of 
questions, and ask other agencies.   
 
Bottom line: be persistent, be creative.  Think of new ways to do things.  Don’t be afraid 
to ask for help, and be prepared to stay in it for the long haul.   Lots of jay monitoring has 
occurred with help from Karl Miller, students.  There is no recruitment of jays from 
outside, because nothing is close to this metapopulation, 
 
Questions/ Comments from audience:  
 
Karl Miller:  Re: partnership working on jays.  Ron Black has been monitoring, has been 
in the park consistently for 10-12 years. There are at least 3 stable territories there now.  
The Cedar Key area is a very important population right now, and is the most isolated in 
the state.  Stays at about 24-25 jays, and does not seem to grow. This area is ranked first, 
second or third in the state by the recovery team. 
 
Ron Black:  Emphasizes persistence and creativity in management.  I have been 
monitoring for 8 years, and have seen jays come back as a result of good management. 
 
MJ:  Are you at a point where the first restored area need only maintenance burns?  
 
JD: Yes 
 
MJ: 10 to 20 year [rotation] or so? 
 
JD: Yes, some on shorter.  We are gearing a burn program more towards habitat than to 
zone.  If we wait 10 years to burn some areas, the flatwoods will get overgrown. 
 



Dan McDonald:  We have clear cut sand pine on our property.  Our issue is sand pine 
regeneration, how do you deal with it? 
 
JD:  Two ways, first clearing came up dense sands pine.  If you wait until next year to go 
back and burn, it will not regenerate as heavy next time. You don’t want to eliminate it 
off the site; it is a component of scrub. If you delay your burn; they seed in once the 
ground is open, and then the application of fire will reduce the young seedlings. 
 
ND:  Next time, will you use hour per hour contracting? Did you monitor the contractor? 
 
JD:  Yes. It worked well. I spent lot of time in the woods marking trees. Most contractors 
are used to site preparation, not habitat restoration.  We did not want real thick mulch. At 
one point the prison crew had cut along highway and left mulch, and when it burned it 
smoldered for days. We did not want that smoke. 
 
KM:  Thoughts on aerial burns? Has it worked for scrub? 
 
JD:  It worked well in some areas, but not others. Scrub either burns or does not.  You 
need to be careful. For areas with not a lot of vegetation underneath, it did not burn well.  
Really need some way to get fire into to that to start preheating.  
 
KM: What about winter burns? 
 
JD: Yes, but scrub burns best from March to May, not so well at other times. 
 
Audience:  Did mechanical treatment bring in invasives? 
JD:  No. But made sure we had clean equipment coming in.  I had that issue on previous 
jobs on other sites. 
 
Eric Menges, Archbold Biological Station 
 
This is a review talk about results from studies on the effects of management on 
vegetation. The general impression is that mechanical treatments are being used more 
often now. We reviewed studies that have compared fire effects and mechanical 
treatments.   
 
Outline:  We looked at restoration goals and approaches used.  We reviewed findings 
when the response had been measured.  I’ll finish with what we don’t know and need to 
know, and address the question of what would happen in we lost our ability to use fire. 
 
Structural and compositional goals are to maintain species, vegetation structure for 
critical species such as rare plants and FSJs.  We desire 10-40% bare sand, and landscape 
heterogeneity.  
 



We wish to restore or mimic the natural disturbance regime of fire and/or hurricanes. We 
can’t mimic hurricanes, but fire is something we can mimic, using the parameters of fire 
frequency, intensity, severity, size, and patchiness. 
 
Fire reduces scrub, but it rapidly regenerates.  Bare ground increases after fire but rapidly 
is covered.  Wiregrass resprouts, flowers, and produces seed in the same year after fire. 
We would like our treatments to have this response.  
 
Baseline disturbance regime is complex.  Non-human ignitions occur May-September, 
but the most area is burned May-June when it is dry.  Frequency varies by ecosystem.  
Fine fuels burn more frequently, scrub burns less frequently. 
 
Management approaches include:  fire, roller chopping, mowing, browns tree cutting, 
Gyrotrack, herbicide, logging, and chain saw. Application varies as to timing, frequency, 
and spatial patterns. Surrogates for use of fire have some advantages, such as avoidance 
of escape.  Disadvantages include differences in response of nutrients and litter as 
compared to fire, effects on nontarget species, soil disturbance, and lack of plant response 
(i.e., wiregrass). 
 
Mechanical and herbicide uses as pre-treatment may make for safer burn conditions. Pre-
treated areas may burn more completely.  There may be altered fire tendencies depending 
on timing of treatment relative to fire.  There may be less variation in fire temperatures 
across the burn. 
 
Are there differences in vegetative response in treatment before burns? We looked at 
sandhill, scrub, flatwoods & dry prairies. Studies are very different, some had fire all 
along. There are variations in treatment repetition, response variables, sample size and 
replication, pre-treatment data, as well as documentation on treatment intensities. 
 
Sandhill was best studied.  Treatments included herbicide and fire. There was lots of 
response from herps, birds, soil chemistry. Another study used burning, herbicide, 
felling/girdling, followed with burning.  Overall, fire alone or in combination with other 
management increased densities of herbs, arthropods, breeding birds, and herps. It 
improved longleaf pine recruitment conditions.  Fire is also less expensive compared to 
other treatments.  
 
Carter Creek used chain sawing plus fire to reduce the sand live oak and turkey oak 
subcanopy. They felled trees first, which created higher fire intensity. Shrub and 
graminoids were reduced, but more longleaf pine mortality incurred.  There were neutral 
effects on the 4 listed plant species present. Buckwheat survival was high. 
 
Another study found that herbicide plus fire reduces oaks best.  
 
Scrub studies in Carter Creek also looked at chop and burn.  There was an increase in 
bare sand in all treatment when compared to the control.  Use of the Gyrotrack increased 



sand a little; sandy patches increased more after the fire. The most bare sand was 
produced with both treatments.  
 
Three studies in scrub used different mechanical treatments.  Mechanical treatments not 
followed by fire were ineffective for listed plant species. It was a little better after fire, 
but only if the fire occurred a couple months later. With a longer time period than that, it 
was ineffective. Logging caused too much soil disturbance, and increased weedy species. 
 
In Ocala sand pine scrub, all treatments showed similar effects.  
 
An FWC study (Williges et al.) studied mechanical treatments for 5 years; results are 
complicated. There were some problems with soil disturbance. No evidence of 
deleterious effects was shown long-term for mechanical treatment.  
 
Mechanical treatment plus fire increases bare ground. Loss of saw palmetto has been 
cited as a problem. Combinations of fire and mechanical treatment can be effective for 
restoration. 
 
Dry prairie: Myakka State Park post treatment data.  Summer burn, summer chop and 
burn were most similar to the reference plots.  Roller chopping was not effective alone; it 
was shown you must also have fire. 
 
With growing season burns there was no tree mortality and reduction of saw palmetto 
cover. Chop and burn works better to reduce saw palmetto. They used a lightweight 
chopper. 
 
To summarize: herbicide or mechanical treatments alone will reduce hardwoods. But, 
they often yield too much bare ground, soil disturbance, increase of weeds and exotics, 
increase fire intensity, and kill overstory pines.  Mechanical treatment plus fire speeds 
restoration.  Fire is necessary for certain responses. Adding mechanical treatment can be 
detrimental to ground cover and species that rely on it. Fire is the only best method. 
Remember, Florida ecosystems evolved with fire. We should use caution with 
mechanical treatment. 
 
Questions that research yet needs to answer: Can fire alone restore long-unburned 
uplands? Are there critical effects of fire not mimicked by other treatments? What are the 
long-term effects of repeated fire-mimicking treatments? What if the process of fire is 
lost?  (Key components, biodiversity may be lost). 
 
Conclusions: Mechanical and herbicides are ineffective based on literature review. 
Pretreatment for fire may approach desired effects, and may satisfy management goals. 
Effects of mechanical treatments and herbicide are idiosyncratic and require close 
monitoring. Research is needed on the long-term effects before larger scale 
implementation takes place. 
 



Don’t focus on a single species. A mix of management techniques is probably needed, as 
is a need for spatial heterogeneity over time. We don’t know the long-term effects. We 
may need to use different approaches for different parts of the land. 
 
Questions: 
 
Nancy Dwyer:  how do we learn how much palmetto or hardwoods are natural in an 
ecosystem, what was it like 300 year ago? 
 
EM:  Our main tools are aerial photos and talking to people who were there. It is a hard 
thing to know for sure. 
 
ND: What is the ideal height of palmettos? 
 
EM: That is uncertain. 
 
Charlie Pederson: Are there areas where FSJ have moved from overgrown scrub to 
rehabbed scrub?  
 
EM:  Reed Bowman is optimistic.  Cedar Key sounds like an example. Archbold 
Biological Station has lots of documentation on fire. Biologists believe that the benefits 
of burning outweigh losses of nests due to fire.  
 
Adam Kent:  There are lots of examples all over the state of scrub-jays moving into 
restored areas. In overgrown areas, FSJs often return [with habitat rehabilitation] if there 
are birds nearby living in overgrown habitat.  Seminole State Forest is a good example. 
 
Steve Morrison: What about the effects of roller chopping on soil crust? 
 
EM: Soil crust is a very important for nitrogen fixation and photosynthesis. Studies show 
that in areas burned, recovery was fast, 6 months to 2 yrs in terms of structure and 
function of crust, although species differed. Mechanical treatment is liable to be harder 
on soil crust, but there are no studies.  Out west where soil crust is tougher, grazing is 
very detrimental. But that is a very different system. 
 
Audience: What about the effect on the structure of oaks post-fire, in regard to acorn 
production? 
 
EM: You start getting acorns back in about 3 yrs after fire. It depends on the species of 
oaks, and peaks about 8-12 years after fire, and then begins a slow decline.  The larger 
oaks are not as productive.  This is why FSJs prefer burned areas, about 5-15 years post-
burn in the Lake Wales Ridge. 
 
AK:  Sometimes hunters will see burns as bad, no cover for game, etc. but there is 
actually increased acorn production. Some people may not realize that. 
 



Audience: That was the situation in Avon Park. We were trying to convince hunters that 
burning was good for acorn production. 
 
Audience: Have studies looked at season of mechanical treatment? All of this is another 
form of disturbance. 
 
EM: The Myakka study compared this.  In most studies, treatments are done at same 
time. These studies are hard to do because of their large scale, and are also expensive.   
 
Conclusion of meeting 
 
AK:  Is there interest in other topics, suggestions for talks, meeting frequency? Most 
groups meet twice a year.  [Consensus is twice a year]  
 
Audience (FWC?):  Would like to look at multi-species aspect. How to incorporate 
private lands management.  How to get programs to landowners. Different taxa. 
 
Jimi Gragg (FWC):  There are a few missing players here.  Private landowners, 
SWFWMD, some others. 
 
Cheryl Millet (TNC): Volunteers in your management plan, use of volunteers. 
 
Audience: Summary of available grants. 
 
ND:  Equipment sharing as an option, inter-agency cooperation. 
 
AK:  Land-mgmt subcommittee can talk about this more in-depth in a smaller group. 
 
Charlie Pederson:  Biology and behavior of the birds, interpret calls they make, how they 
interact with each other 
 
ND:  In brainstorming, can we address what Ken Tracey said about Pasco county ranches 
(central) that need treatment.  Is there funding for this - can we do something in the mean 
time while the county is trying to purchase them?  
 
Meeting of subcommittees 
 
Banding, monitoring:  was determined this should be combined into one group 
 
Education / outreach 
 
Private lands 
 
Land management 
 


